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CLUB TRIPS

No. 1049

RTJAHINE CROSSING-

7 - 8th December,74

Twenty-two members left Holt's at 3.15 a.m. on Saturday
for Mill. farm, inland from Waipawa.
We arrived at our takeoff point at 5 a.m. and were tramping by 5.30 a.m.
The

weather was fine at that stage. After a pleasant walk up the
Tuki Tuki river we reached Daphne Hut Ft 8 a.m.
A welcome brew
and then on. to Daphne spur at 8.45 a.m.
Just before Howlett's Hut one of the party hurt her knee
and was assisted to the hut. All the party had arrived at the
hut by 11 a.m. and a stop wasmade for lunch. The radio set
supplied by the H.B. Mountain Radio Service was used to
contact Hastings, advise our position and inform them of the
rrangements made for the injured member to be escorted back
to the truck.
The weather was still fine as' the main party of 20 members
left Howlett's at 12.30 a.m. However, part way up Tiraha we
entered the clouds which were to envelope us for the next
twenty-four hours. The weather turned blustery with some

- 2driving rain as the party reached Tiraha peak (572)at
Compasses were conalted and the ridge route
2 p0m0
commenced.

A very difficult piece of rock work was encountered- as;
we neared Te Hekenga and it was decided to skirt around the
main peak on the west side on a deer trail. The party dropped
off Te Hekenga at L- p0m0 and reached a low saddle at 5 P.M.
Camp was set up on the ridge above this saddle at 5,000ft
at 5 0 45 pm0 in mist and light drile0 Contactwäs madewith Rastingsy radio and a good meal pine -oared. The wind
during the night rattled the tents which were pitched in a
little hollow on the ridge. Luckily water was handy in a
small tarn, but future arties may find it advisable to take
water from the stream beside the low saddle
Everyone was up earl y and by 8 a0m0 on Sunday we had.
broken camp. Visibility wasaboul 50 yads and difficulty
was encountered each time the rarty dropped off a peak to
descend to the next saddle.
Maungamhue trig was reached
at 9030 where a peg with a.brass name plate was found. This
identification peint gave a big lift to those members who had
doubts about their whereabouts. Some false starts were made.:
off the top of this.peak.and only a break in the clouds
finally confirmed the direction to the next peak, Mangahuia0
We passed below the main peak and joined a well trodden
track to the Rangiwahia Hut, which is maintained by the
Palmerston. North Tramping 0Thb0. A party of Palmerston Nth
Club members ore having the
'.as ary and velcomed us
somewhat coolly as we eyed their lavish spread... . However.,
when we confirmed that vie had not come for lunch relief
showed in their laces and good ishes vvere ezc.anged all
round.
I

We left t P.angi hut at l2.,L5 and after on.s hour's tramp
downhill met Fe-ter and ±s )srty, 'ho had b2ought the truck
round to collect i..s
I
as rarrg b the time everybody,
had reached the truck and after a light snack a very tired
tramping rarty settled down tor the long trip home.
No0

in party 20

Leader: Keith Thomson

Phil Bayens (senior) Phil Bayens (junior) Peter Boomen,
Lea Hanger, Darron Hanger, Grant Fraser, David Wilkins,
Robert Snowball, Julia Reading, Anna Bloomer, Peter
McBride, Roy Frost, Robin Harahall, Mier Pies, 74'"I5rren
Bayliss, Bill Gray, Randall Goldfinch. Graham Campbell,
Bruce Perry, David cTnrbell0

NP. 1050

CHRiSTMAS PARTY and TRIP TO
K1DNAPPFRS
On the Saturday before Christthas the a'inual party was

held, through Maurie Taylor's: asistane, at the Te Awanga
Community centre. The evening started with swiniming, wood- •
athering, and-. a barbeque, and after dark we had the usual
ith some unusual) game°, aid Facer Christmas in person
tw
visited us, thougn unforbunately the poor old gent suffered
somewhat in the buy scramble
Some stayed overnight on the beach and in the early
morning- we finished clearing up the hail thoroughly and went
out to Kidnappers The weather improved after a showery
start, and we passed Black Reef just before he tide had
risen to criti'al heightsAfter a lazy few hours looking
at gannets we thought to find out if it was possible to get
Four proved it was, if you swim, the
back at high tide0
rest of us waited until ai hour past high tde and still
Back at Clifton .we finished up
got a little wet in places
the soft drink and Christmas cake rid had a little trouble
with highly inflated balloons inside a hot car - they come
out rapidly when a door is -opened,.'
There were not as nan at ihe par by as we had expected
A few more came out on Sunday to the Cap, out all who
came, with the possihle exception of Father Xthes 9 enjoyed
themselves.
EP.
No. 1051

KAI AI'A"AS

This is a snort account

Jan

a long, rough trip. The

smallparty of five set off on 5h Jaivary from the end of
Mill Road, off Taharua Rd For the first day we aimed at
getting as far on from Te Iringa Iu as we could before
camping out for the night

The route ('doeasy going on

marked track") then ias set for tie long Whangatikitiki
ridge, which would eventually lead us rigut do-vin into Cascade
stream, and the mid-point Cascade It
This would bethe
base from which it would be easy to get over into the tussock
country at the top of the rarningi stream etc., We never
made it as far as thatThe camp beyond Te Ir±nga was on a rEther darkly over
grown ridge, with little bird life,, There was good water
however, not too far dowhëlow. The next day was
disasterous. We missed the correct turnoff on to the
Whangatikitiki ridge and eventu.al1 ended up heading away
from here we wanted to go That started a long struggle
with rivers and fallen beech which was only to end two days
later when we reached Cascade TH ib
The 'eather was mixed -

as for the whole week. Bright nornings, followed by damp
(if not thunderous) afternoons. The evenings were mainly
reasonable. Camp on the second day was on the Whangatikitiki

-14stream itself., which ran north-east, and was definitely not
what we wanted. However it did lead, we knew into the Kaipo
river which if followed to its source took us2 wIre we wanted
to goo.

On the third day we reached the Kaio and thoroughly
explored every inch of its long, tortuous meanderings0 Ten
hours or more later (personally, I lost count of time) we
staggered down from the Kaipo saddle, through the Cascade
stream, and .O TEE HUT. Hurrah.' Not bad either .- even bunks
(though one short - a. volunteer slept air bedded on the floor).
A full Rest Day followed, with glorious Sun (not seen much all
week in. the beech forst), and dips (quickfl in the cool Tauranga
Taupo.river. We did aquick recce Into the area about the
Walotupiritia Saddle, but rain spoilt the view into the back
country. Two days were allowed for the return trip to the
road via the Ahipaepae ridge, then along north towards Taupo..
camping out somewhere near Hinemaiaia Hut, then down the road
to the 11W, patiently awaiting. Someone (who was never
discovered for reasons as follows) would have to walk 10 miles
or so down-road to collect the van.
Someone .eise gave everyone else a scare by slipping, and
damaging an ankle. Camp was made as handy as possible, in
dank conditions, but close to water,
'Next morning Peter and Peter set off to recce the track
out and alert bods in case a carrying party was needed. Peter
Hirsute turned u again - that doughty man - having found
Peter secundus wasto wait at Hinema'i 5 ia
some sort of track
Hut. with the VIN (so we thought anvay). To cut a long story.,..
two hours out to the hut took six. Two kindly hunters took
us into Taupe (whence the 11W had scuttled). After a lengthy
search we found Peter secundus ensconced (ow .A MATTRESS) inthe Police Station. Gosh it was a. long trip back to NapierHastings that night. But Peter the Hirsute motored on as
usual. What a brick. What a van. What a trip. Don't go
there (along our route) unless you like Beech trees, abhor the
sun, and adore walking up and down rivers. The Robins were
delighted and made friends with us all week.
R.T.D...
No. in party: 5 Peter Boomen, Peter Lewis, Ray Dixon, Joan
Bennett, Robbie Coucbman, Leader: peter Lewis.
No. 1052

GOLD CREEK

Jan 19th

Our party of eighteen arrived at Glenny Road after a
late start from Holts.
The walk up the Creek became more
and more interesting with rock and log jambs and smalltight
gorges that later opened out just before the hut.

5 We had lunch a tl2.p.m. in fine weather with patches of
sun. Light rain fell after we started up the ridge to return
home.
Our homeward journey was delayed for some hours because
two trampers followed us up the river after 12p.m. but took
the long way home instead of following the ridge.
No. in party: 18

Leader: Graham Soppit

David Wilkins, Peter Boomen, Robin Marshall, Philip Thomson,
David Bloomer, Chris Melody, Les Hanger, Murray Ball, Geoff
Orr, peter Manning, Peter Lewis, Darren Hanger, Bruce Perry,
Anna Bloomer, Danny Bloomer, Liz Pindar, Alice Jordans.
No. 1053

TE HOE RIVER . . . Feb.. 1-2nd

.1 A Brilliantly fine start, with the sun rising over
Cape Kidnappers as we trundled northwards in the truck along
the .Wairoa road. Just before Koternaori we took the turnoff
to Willowflat and proceeded through the Mohaka State. Forest.
to the Mohaka river at Willöwflat, past the school and
collection of houses and on to Maungataniwha where we stapped
at the Manager's residence to make ourselves known, Half
an hour later we arrived at the end of the road and the scene
of logging operations about 35 miles from Kotemaori. After
map reading and terrain studying we decided that we were in
the wrong place. An accusation Was made "He's got us lost
without getting out of the truck". Back down the road again
to a likely looking spot, more map work and we were forid0
Boots on, packs up and off up river where we had lunch.
about *hr from the truck. " Afterwards 'we pressed on up river
and rejoined the road which we followd till it fadedout,''
Back into the river again which, after about, 100 yds., changed .
from.a.pleasant foot deep stream, .the size of.the Esk at the'
Wairoa Road bridge, to something the same size but channeled
betwe'ennarrow walls and large boulders. The bed and boulders
were coated and very slippery and the current very strong, the
cause of many duckings for a few. From then on the party
was divided., into walkers, rock hoppers, 'staggerers and
swimmers.
The bush is all native, consisting of Beech vdth many
large Totara and Rimu, which I hope never see a bulldozer.
At this stage, we were in the Whirinaki State Forest (No. 58)
We 'tried a stint, along the side of the creek to see if it
was any faster but found, our legs black 'with hookweed and our
way barred with Onga Onga. We also learned that fishing rods
and suppleack don't mix. At 5 p.m. after 14 hrs in the river
a camping spot was conveniently found a bove the stream for

-6most of the party, the others having taken off earlier in the
stream and run. off to hide in the hut another li hrs further
up.
Sunday broke, bodies stirred, breakfast was eaten and

packing done. Last brew time and the runaway party returned
and a start wa made down stream. Dinner was eaten in a
sunny spot accompanied by the unpleasant smell of a decaying
carcase somewhere close.
Back at the truck, we changed into dry clothes and
started the long journey out. A stop was made at the Mohaka
river on the bridge at Willowflat, where a 3001b rock was
gently nudged over the edge,=most spectacular. A further
stop at Kotemaor± for fuel. Hastings was reached at 8030p0m0
Good weather, great
after a round trip of 180 miles.
bush and apleasant stream. Altogether a good trip with
something for everyone0
No0

in party 26

Leader and driver: P. Manning

Peter Lewis, Chris Person, Tim Person, Murray Ball, Grant
Fraser, Peter Berry, Bruce Perry , Daniel Bloomer,
David Wilkins, Philip Thomson, Chris Melody, Ray Dixon,
Alan Betts, Warren Bayliss, Peter Boomen,
-ina Bloomer,
Vicki Blake, Julie Reading, Susan Kingsford, Shona Maxwell,
Bobbie Coucbman, Tillian Ingpen, Joan Bennett Elizabeth
Hall, Dave Perry.
No0 1054

LILO TRIP (M0HAKA)

T.
Leader: Peter Lewis.
Numder in party 32(see page 9 for trip account)
NO. 1055
MAKERETU RIVER TRIP 13t - 2nq March
Leaving the truck in Hilson's driveway, near the road,
the party of twenty-two eager trampers set off up the
Makaretu river soon after 9 a.m. The river was fairly low
and for a good distance was easy going. We thought a few
misty showers v ich engulfed us wild mean a wet trip but this
fear was groundless.

Poor navigating by the leader meant a wasted hour or
two up a north brancth but thanks to Trevor Plowman we did
not become a lost tribe for a special National Geographic
Society writeup in years to come.

At about 1 o'clock the South Makaretu Hut was still
some distance away so we had lunch by the river. However,
four keen members decided to press on to the hut for lunch,
Although the hut was only half an hour away .hidden up in the

-7-,
bush between two branches of the river, we did not see these
four again for a couple of hours0 They had missed the track
up to the hut and continued on up the right branch of the
river0The hut contained one - deer culler and six bunks.
Paul, the culler, advised us not to camp on the clearing by
the hut as a helicopter food drop was expected. (it did not
arrive as expected)0 The only alternative spot for the two
tents..wason..a. track leading to the south branch of the
river.- Due to lack of suitable accommodation four members
returned to the hut before dark.

Sunday was beautifully fine0 By nine o'clock,about
wight keen members had mustered enough enthusiasm to set off:
up the ridge to the west. From the top of the main bushclad Ruahine Range extending west, down to the Pohangina
river was aaDlid wall of virtually impenetrable leatherwood.
When the easy, cut track stopped a short distance north
along the ridge, we had to force a route through the scrub and
down tothe head of the Makaretu river where lunch was
consumed0 A call was made at the hut on the outward journey
to collect extra gear.
No0

in party 22

Leader ,Warren Bayliss

Peter Berry, Chris Melody, Allan Hillard, Robin Marshall,
Bruce Perry, Geoff Orr, Simon Parker, Trevor Plowman,
Daniel Bloomer., Peter Boomen, Philip Thomson, David Northe,
Sarah Raylcr,, Julia Reding, Elizabeth Hall, Shona Maxwell,
Jillian Ingpen, Denise Robinson, Jill Robinson, Anna Bloomer,
No. 1056 MAP & COMPA3S EXERCISE WAKARARA RANGE 16th March

The ob3ect of this type of course was to give training
in relating maps to terrain The Wakararas were chosen
because of the many individual points available close at
hand. The unfortunate part was that on the day' most of
them were well hidden in fog.
A 7 a.m. start was decided on and we proceeded past
Kereru and took Duff road right to the end., Rain was falling
so the woolshed on the property Diane ¶esidder is managing
was borrowed for a two hour lecture on maps and their
features. By this timethe rain had ceased so we adjourned
outside with compasses and maps for orientation and bearings.

We started off through the paddocks about 11 a0m0 with
some tearing straight out across the middle until they
found we werentt going that way The same thing happened
in the next paddock0 After this they decided to stay
behind the ones who knew where they were going - a decision
I hope they keep to on future tramps. A new forestry road

-8waa followed on the south of the Poutaki stream We
originally intended to drop into, the stream a-id climb a ridge
on to Breakheärt where many points of interest could be pointed out and worked ono This idea was shot down in flames by
the fog asH only a quarter of the hill could be seen.
The party continued along the road having many stops for
questions, answers and explanations.- A stop was made for
lunch shortly after the new road joined the older forestry
road. Mostly everyone seemed to know exactly where we were
at this time, 5lthough.there were a few disinterested ones.
Fires were 'lit, billies were boiled and a thumb was sliced.
(mine-).
After lunch a water fight took place 9 this to some was
Above the road was a 600ft loose
the highlight of the trip!
shaleL knob on a ridge and this was scaled by most,
Departure time came and once they' were pointed in the
corre.ct',direction many just took offf and were not seen again
until the truck was reached.
This type of exercise was not an unqualified success. I
think the only type would be something that would keep
every individual fully occupied, getting himself from a
certain position back to the transport,
No. in Party: 28

Leader: Peter Manning

Ray Lowe, Tany Streeter, Phillip Holland, Kevin Burgess,
Ross Barradale, Shona Maxwell, S Taylor, Sue Kingsford,
Peter Lewis, Danny Bloo'mer, David WilkinS,....Peter Berry,
Robin Marshall, Julia Reading, Trevor Plowman, Ross Berry,
Chris Melody, Jillian ingpen, Elizabeth Pindar, Louise Smith,
Gordon Whitlock, Mrs. Forster, Allan Betts, Stuart Riden,
Ingrid van Berkhaut, Fiana van Gi.els
No. 1057

TARA1

RA

(Easter) March 28th-31st

After leaving Hastings at 7020a0m0 and Napier 8 a0m the
party headed for Taupo, then on to Wiotaputea rooms where
our first stop was made for refreshments.
We then proceeded to the Waikite Ent Springs where most
members had a swim. From there we went to have a look
through the Waiotapu thermal valley which was very interesting.
We then went up Rainbow mountain to have a loak at the
Kaingaroa forest area and the local lakes.: We then decided
it was time to make camp so we headed for the base of Mt.
Tarawera.
..

.

.

. .

The truck was driven up the road as far as it would go

a1

then carilD was idade0 Eone of :he party were left down the
as it %v.as pretty scarce
road a bit so as to find
around the canp c-i
The next morning everyone wcs Pp bright and early and
tops to a new camp site
after eating proceeded o to t
source of water was
'
on. the. edge_ of one of the chasms
found on the way up which proved useful later on0 After
lunch. the tents were erected then members started scaling
W2 hanga peak so a co get - crad view of the countryside and
Only about six members got
s si 1 c s 1 Lde
also to come do
up as a rock fL ir, ircict tultd in one of he females
in the pay being trLiLK on tie back of her head and there
She was helpdom
was a lot of blood arourd a s a eauit
the Hrcrs and her wounds were attended
off the mountain
irjres ec not too bad after
to by wifln hnd
the blood had oen laced up and after an uncomfortable
night she seeincu to .eaoTc quite well,.
The ncxt moin, we proeer ded to Ruawahia ridge to the
A lesson ialorni ci all fiorn uhe rock falling
trig
incident and hn w, e /1eclJerl c. cLiLficult climb we scaled
tb rest staying well clear
the face in goapa of IC.I-Tee
until each group, reached- tho t oT , . When the trig was reached
two members re-turned, uc tc ui .iah while the others proceeded
down to tne choc of ia±e Lrauea to set up camp for the
night
The two niernbeiu. wifii the truck camped on the shores
of Lake Okao for ti-ia niC:hta
then next. morning went. to
ih' ot' ihc came across Lake
Wa±manu to a
Rotornahana by eooL
Eo
came through the krmal valley
Thcr
ak
o Yaiota -pu again for a
to the rrc
ol
refresbmen bre a' -, heia O t cl, D B-. ett baths for a welcome
svim0 We axivud
ca in Tltie.g P, a 9 p0m
The weather,
was fine for ie fu
ci
arC
e tramping ra3rery
enjoy-able.'

No n party 1 7

[eader

I Andrews

Peter Lew is, Rob eru Euocai 1L
Baradefl, Peter McBride
Dan ial 'oomer Peer Ce r
Phijp rnhomson, Chris Melody,
Andrew enan, Tc 1-in Cr
Sjcu C Kane, Jill Robinson.,
Liz indar
iana van ie 1
"lane Kolff, Saran Taylor0
LQLJ

)

February '16th

Bee ausk.
cor uccr or io ws to be the driver,
no-one nad f
ha
i
uJr and filled it ath petrol, so
the 6 a r- start
co+ed to afi 7 d.m.
However,
once arrived a ucc ijc oa ' ha, --barn, hc hobi an two trips
was able to take al, 3 tbe ;aeka and reople in to the end of
the terrace beyondikct- i o
so ve still had
time to stroll along tkc tr ci afar as'the large river flat
upstream from the springs before stoping for lunch. The

- 10 leader's idea was to make use of the shade under the patch
of bush on the end while everyone had something to eat and
a hot drink (a worthwhile. . precaution before spending time in
cold Water, even in summer) and then for the party, many of
whom hadn't been there before, to take a walk round towards
"stagger Inn" and back, to give time for food to settle (in
case entering the water too soon after eating caused cramp).
What happened in reality was that most settled down on
the shingle with the full force of the mid-day sun beating
down, and became lazier and lazier, so that only half a dozen
or so went along the track to look at the more scenic parts
upriver. By lunching time, probably fewer than half had
had a hot drink 9 several didn't seem to have bothered with
food, and, as usual, the impatient types had been in the
water since 'before 'lunch,but fortunately this. time it was
the "warmest" anyone had ever known it to be. It was also
very low ,'thich made our speed of travel athir bit slower,
but even under these conditions the Mohaka is still a river
all of them
to respect. We found many more boulder'.,
smooth either) jutting above the surface, and the turbulent
rapids, instead of leading right down into the deep pools,
were shallower and more 'bony", and seemed to end in 2ft
drops over boulder walls into whirlpools. Some amusing
sights were seen as lilos went round and round and endlessly
round amongst floating sticks and pumice, despite frantic
paddling..
..

.,

I

Ithad been expected that by the time they h 5 d come
down .as.far as the Hot Springs, some of the liloists would
have had enough and been happy to let others take their lilos
the rest of the way. But even after climbing,,, woollen " clothing and all, into the hot water, .which made the river seem
cold by contrast not one would give up. Away down the big
rapid along the side of Afternoon Spur was Quite nasty, and
several others fairly rough, but no severe injuries to riders
or lilos seemed to occur; only bruises and the lifting of
insecure patches. By the time we reached the less turbulent
stretch from the Makahu Confluence down to the Pakaututu
Bridge shadows were. lengthening and air temperatures dropping.,.
so those threatened by cramp were glad to see the bridge.'
By then,, many were realising that the first really sunny day
for a lilo trip in many years had taken its tl1 cf them;
at least one girl had to take time off work because of sunburn.'
But still worthwhile, for such a thrilling experience0
No0 in party 32
Leader: Peter Lewis
Liz Pindar, Louie Smith, Peter Manning, Peter Boomen, Peter
Berry, Julia Reading, George Prebble, Ian Prebble, Robin Bell,
Robin Marshall, Graham Soppit, Graham Campbell, John Clark,
Bob Moreton, Keith Thomson, Christine Thomson, Philip Thomson,
Denise Robinson., Trevor Rinehart, Chris Rinehart, Elizabeth
Vincent, Lynn Rogers, Alan Hillard, Keith Moffitt, Jeanie
Wright, Chris Melody, Bruce Perry, Murry Ball, Lindsay Going,
Grant Fraser, Bobbie Cbucbrnan0

PETER COOKESEACH

23.3.75

Mr Peter Cooke entered the Waipunga River area eat of the
Ta Haroto Kiosk at 4.00pm on Saturday, 22.3.75. He had no experience
and as it. turned out he wasn't very fit. He had gone out with two
companions who knew the area and had intended taking pictures
of them doing a bit of shooting. They went down to the fisherman's
hut on the banks of the Waipunga and then proceeded up a ridge
on the other side. Somewhere between 400 and 600 feet up this
ridge Mr Cooke got cramp and decided he could not carry one This
was at 12 midday, so his companions left him to return to the
hut while they continued their trip.
At 4.00pm the..two shooters. reached the fisherman's hut
from the upstream side to find that Mr Cooke had not arrived.
They. climbed the ridge again and found some signs of where Mr
Cooke had been but theycould not determine where he had gone.
Next •morning search teams found that he had got to within
300 yards -of the hut before turning..back downstream where he got
to the. :.stagewhore .h.e could walk no more .and so lit a fire . for
warmth.
.
.
.
.
.
- G.R.T.
1 Extracts from loo:
2235hrso Advised Peter Cooke missing Interviewed Mr P Wyli,
22.3.75
one of Mr cooke's companions., and decided to run a limited
reconnaissance search Twelve men were located to make
up four toams of three men
0500
Assembled at Napier Police Station for briefing and then
23 3 75
into the field
0640
Set up base at M R 070862 (map N114), east of kiosk
on Napier—Taupo Road Team 1 entered Waipunga Raver
at the junction with the Mohaka River. Team 2 entered
the Waipunga River 1000 yards upstream from base
Team 3 followed track to last known position and team 4
checked side creeks downstream from the fisherman's hut.
0845
Prints of Mr Cooke found in Waipunga at M.R.083878.
Team 3 trying to determine direction Mr Cooke had gone
1004
Mr Cooke found by team 4 at M R 094885 Mr Cooke was in
a bold and weak condition and unable to walk;
1045
Teams 1 and 3 arrived at 094865 Helicopter requested
to uplift Mr Cooke as several more men would have been
required to carry Mr Cooke out.
1329
Helicopter arrived at base.
1356
Helicopter left for Napier.
1530
All teams out, returning to Napier.
2. Reason for search: The reason for Peter Cooke becoming lost
was due to the failure of his two more experienced companions to
ensure that he could return safely to the fisherman's hut where
they were to meet later that day. Mr Cooke became lost when he
got off the track to the hut.. He was neither .fit enough or experienced .enough to find his way back.
3 Conclusions:'
This was a vary successful search All teams
were efficient and thorough in their searching and carried but
,

12.
their tasks very well. The speed with which Mr Cooke was found
was to some extent due to the small number of personnel in the
teams. This allowed the teams to cover the ground more quickly
than normal.
All in all a smoothojeration.
Club members taking part: Peter Manning, Maurie Taylor,
Alan Berry and Graham Thorp.

PRIVATE TRIPS
awtooth

20 - 29 September 1974

Prevented from accompanying the club party on their proposed Hinerua - Sawtooth - Howletts trip, Dave and I figured on
at least meeting them somewhere in the ranges. Assuming they would
cross the Sawtooth on Saturday, Howlett's would be as good a
place as any. We left Mill Farm at 6.45pm and a cold trip to
Centre Tuki Hut was not appreciated Three long hours of intermittent
moonlight and glowworm-illuminated river crossings and one small
detour up a side creek brought us to an opossum-infested hut.
Our arrival was followed by the slaughter of one pretty dumb
animals (Always knew ice axes were handy).
A little after 10pm, after much discussion on the merits
of such a trip, we headed for HowlettTs. The track proved no
problem in thedark, except for the last half hour before the hut.
Here, cold winds, snow and leatherwood proved to be a hindrance
and we looked forward tobornbinh in on unsuspecting H.T.C. bods.
This was not to be as we reached an empty hut at 1.15am Sunday.
We now reasoned that the other.party would cross the.
Sawtooth on Sunday and so, after aJew hours sleep, we set out for
Tiraha. Reaching it about 9.45arq we soon found the conditions
which were to prevail throughout the day - cold winds and snow
too deep and too soft for comfortable tramping.
All appeared to go well until we realised we had lost the
Sawtooth Ridge somewhere near the drop into a saddle before
Ohuinga. Occasional clearings in the weather sent us scrambling
to vantage points in order to locate the saddle in question.
However, all efforts were frustrated and it was here we realised
how useless the Lands & Survey map we carried really was (not a
recent map).
Anyway, 2pm saw us climbing back towards Howlett's and out
to Mill Farm, hoping to still meet the H.T.C. party, who apparently had just left when we arrived.
Dave and Bruce Perry

Makahu; Waterfall Creek

January, 1975

Having spent some time working out .a four day trip including Rocks Ahead, Manson, Kiwi Mouth and Kiwi Saddle Huts from,
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Makahu, we headed for the hills around 12 noon. Makahu was soon
renamed "Muckahu as four days of'rain had left things rather
soggi±nth±s araa. Half an hour after reaching the roacihead we
decided to get out of the car, hurriedly prepare ourselves and
set out for Back ä nd p
ibii Rocks-- Ahe ad huLs.
Just below Dominie, Hughie scored a victory as three
soaked-to-the-skin indiv±duaisch±ckened out and headed for home
and a warm bed. for the night. So ended our four day plan and we
now proceeded to put together a three day trip, this time in the
Ruahjnes.
Early starts not being our greatest achievement, we arrived
at the Waipawa River roadhead, after an uneventful fording of the
Triplex, at lOam. Wet feet soon became bearable and we reached
the turnoff on to the Three' Johns Track a short while later.
Here we mistakenly decided to tackle some new ground and began
the climb to the tops. Unfortunately, although this track has a
nice, new, clear sign at the river end, it is not so clearly
rnar.kedup the ridge and has become quite overgrown In places.
Hours later, in near white-out conditions, werOachad: what had
to be Three Johns - a map and compass check on what ridges we
could see verified our position. Now all we had between us and
Rangi creek were 69 and Rangio -Ueatua, each of which proved quite
a grunt in the weather conditions;
Here we made mistake number two. Several years ago a party
went from Waikarnaka to Rangi saddle and then on to a knob at
5050?. From here, two shingle slides put us in Rangi creek in
about 20 minutes. Unfortunatdlyl thought that party had gone off
Rangi, and so we did just that. Several big waterfalls and steep
rock faces in the headwaters of the crock soon put a stop to our
descent and we trudged back towards the tops, having lost a good
hour of daylight. By this time it was about 7.30pm.
We then dropped down along the ridge and on to the 5050?
knob which I now positively recognised. The light was fading as
bombed down the slides and got our feet wet again. Heavy rain
had been. falling for about three hours and thunder on •the tops
had sounded too close for comfort. Waterfall Creek hut was very
welcome an hour later.
The next day proved to be a relief from our ii hour tramp
of the previous day as we retraced our stops to the track to Rangi
saddle. Hughia was true to form once again and we were soon wet
through. Some work has been done on the track down Waikamaka
creek and this now makes the trip 'a - lot easier. We spent the night
in Waikamaka,
Festering here got the better of us and we once again had
a late start, only to be caught by Hughie as we crossed Waika,maka
saddle. The result of all this rain was well marked in the increãsadflow of the Waipawa.River, and crossings were treated with
care. We reached the car around 2pm and realised our third mistake
- bringing, the car over the ford which had now changed its course
and dugout a deep channel on one side.
Much frantic digging and boulder moving and the Oar scrambled
through but not without crunching the exhaust system. All in all,
...

......
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an outright victory to Hughie.
Joanne, Russell & Bruce Perry

Manson Hut
Thursday night - rain. Looks like, a wet Easter.
Friday morning - not a cloud in the sky. So offwe went,
hoping the weather would hold for the rest of the weekend. We
arrived at Kiwi saddle at lunch time, then went down to Kiwi
Mouth for the night.
Saturday - another fine day, so off to Manson. Left at
9.30am and arrived at the hut at lunch time. While on the hill
just behind the hut we had a fantastic view of all the country
In the back of the Kawaks and the Kaimanawas. Also of Ruapehu
and Ngauruhoa.
Sunday - another fine day, so off to Otutu with day packs,
very confident that we could find Otutu hut, with Malcolm's
instructions. It took us 2* houTs to get on to the top of the
Otutu ridge.
His instructions were: "Go along the ridge till: you see a
meat safe. Then go to the top of the first knob on the right.
The hut is meant to be iust by the bush line."
We. spent about 27 hours bashing around on the open. top..
trying to find it. Result - very sore legs, and we were nearly.
totally exhausted and thirsty. All we found was a large pile of
deer legs and a pole with a bit of material on it. So we were
forced to go back to Manson hut as • we were •running out of time.
Monday - the sky' was starting to get a bit darker so we
decided to go down to Kiwi Mouth for the night, and have an easy
trip out the next day. It took 1+ hours to get to Kiwi Mouth.
Tuesday - we left Kiwi Mouth at 8.30am and were out at
the car park by 2,30pm.
It was a really good trip with plenty of time to see the
country-,and to compare actual distances with how far they look
on the map. Not a drop of rain, but we saw no deer.
P. Bôomen
U. Wilkens
CHANGES IN RtJAHINE STREAMS
The heavy rain brought by the depression which developed, from
tropical cyclone "Alice" early in March, though not as violent as the.:
cloudburst of April' '65 which forced us to rebuild Waikamaka hut, has
nevertheless caused considerable changes to streams on the eastern side
of the Ruahines.
Komatua stream, south of Sentry Box, has for some time been part
of a hydrological research project. Part of this was a flow-measuring
flume which included several tons of concrete. One of the research
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workers was actually visiting the area when heavy rain caused him to take
shelter in their hut a short distance away, and after an hour orsohe
When the rain eased he went
heard an extra loud roaring from the stream.
back and found the whole lot gone. . bridge,, instruments, concrete and all.
The hillside behind Waipawa Chalet appears to have a "skin" of tree
roots and clayey soil overlying heavy gravel, and just behind the hut it
looks as if excess water in the gravel may have built up a pressure and
bulged the ground surface outwa±.ds, 'sending a great mass of clay, stones,
and smashed-up trees pouring down on to the terrace on which the hut stands
(on the S. side of the river, about 500m. below the Forks, for those who
haven't been there since the Chalet was. built.) Fortunately the bulk of
it passed just Eas,t . of the hut, but some built up afew feet deep against
the end. wall of the hut. The edge of the verandah which used to provide
a comfortable seat is now at ground level, and the plastic pipe which used
to bring water from the small stream to the East of the new slip, has

vanished.
At the Forks, prior to 1965, there had. been a hunters' fly camp imder
the large beech trees on the point between the two branches of the river.
The 1 65 upheaval sent so much shingle down the North Waipawa that the camp
site was buried. about 3 or 4' 211. deep.
That.was only a small deposit
compared. with this latest eisode;
now only-the crowns of the big trees,
long since dead, are poking out of a mass of shingle so large that it has
dammed. up the S. branch, causing it to lay down a level bed of shingle
through which all the water at the time of observation (23/3/75) was
flowing, leaving the surface completely dry from bank to bank. Damage
nearer the saddle seems to be very small, but down towards the hut the
Waikamaka stream has ripped out its old banks and become a wider open
riverbed more like the Waipawa. It has chewed away..some more of the edge
of the hut terrace, leaving the track ending in a vertical drop, and now
flows to the south of the remains o.t.he ..old_ hut chimney. The tussock
flat where the helicopter pad used to be is now a shingle flat with a few
forlorn spaniard seed-stalks jutting out of it.
Middle Creek is like the lower part of the Waipawa, in that it is
very rough, and littered with huge quantities of fresh shingle and smashedup trees. Most of the ends of the logs are well and truly shredded. from
bashing against rocks on their way down.
..
The Tukituki is said to have also been filled in, and a landslide has
formed a small lake in it. It appears, from comments by recent visitors,
that the riverbed is now much easier travelling.
P..L.
SOCIAL NEWS
Births:

To Denise and Robin Green
a ciaughter.
To Brenda and George Halliday - a daughter.
To Graeme and. Chris Coutts - a son.

Engagement: Rob Elder to
Lavinia Wright.
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Ma='

Clyde Nicholls to Gwenda. Wooster

NEW MEMBERS.
We welcome the following to the club,-,Warren Bayliss, Peter McBric7 e, Chris Melody, Lavinia Wright (abs),
r.), Daniel Bloomer (jr.), Julia

Elisabeth Hall (jr.), Shona Maxwell (j
Reading (jr..

RESULTS OF SLIDES CMETITIO(26J2J]
(1)
(2)

Reach for the Sky
Sunset Coast
Cascade
Hinerua Outhouse

Lindsay Going
Jeanie Wright
Peter Boomen
Warren Bayliss
K. Moffat
Warren. Bayliss

(3)
(4)
(5) (Rest
(Purple Fungi

4

ANZAC DAY POPPIES
Pleas€) hane your poppies
in the wreath for the Cairn.

to Graharq Thorp so that they can be used

Tists for this issuesBarbara

Taylor,

Joan Bennett,

Nancy Tanner.
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FIXTURE LIST
(On many trips, if necessary 9 parties may divide so that' fitter
members can undertake a challenging trip while other members enjoy a
less strenuous outing. Suggestions for next trip list welcome.
Note that changes could be made to suit weather conditions, Forestry
permits, or opportunities for other trips, so if you.cannot attend the
meeting on the Wednesday evening before the trip,; please check with
someone who has, or enquire from theSecretary of one of the. following:-.-

Peter Lewis, phone 56789, Liz Pindar, phone 804579 Peter Manning, phone
82963.)
MAY 1975
11th Kiwi Saddle, Working Party.

Leader - P. Boomen
Driver - P. Bayens
area.

24-25

Leader)
Driver) - L. Hanger

31-2nd June W. Kaimanawas.
JUNE
8th
21-22

JULY.
6th

19-20
AUGUST
3rd.

16-17

31st
SEP TEMBER
13-14

Leader - K. Thomson
Driver - P. Manning

Leader - J. Reading
Don Juan from Lotkow side..
Easy day trip with room for some instruction.
•
Driver - P. Manning
Remutupo Hut over main Ruahine divide if
no snow around., for energetic ones.
Leader - M. Ingpen
Easy weekend. trip to Centre Makaroro
Driver - P. Manning
available for others.
If plenty of snow suitable for snowcraft instruction is
available anywhere handy such as Hinerua or Makahu we will
go there instead..
Kaweka Hut, Cook's Horn. A trip into a good
Leader - A. Betts
training area upstream from Kaweka Hut.
Shingle screes, loose rock. Studholm's
Driver * A. Berry
saddle in reach of fit ones if snow
conditions permit.
.

Trip to club's own Waikainaka Hut in
Ruahines.
.

Leader - D. Bloomer
Driver - P. Bayens

Burns Range from Taihape road end.,
Easy day trip along eroded tops south of
Taihape Road. Fit ones over Kohinga.

Leader - D. Robinson
Driver - G. Prebble

Ballard Hut. Up and over north end. of
Leader - P. McBride
Kaweka Range. Less fit to Middle Hill or Driver- G. Thorp
Makino huts.
Wakarara Range.
miniature.

A mountain range in
'

Western Urewera from Taupe Road,
camping out.

'Leader - A. Bloomer
Driver - P. Manning

Leader - N.Borgesius
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PROPOSED TRIPS
28th Sept.

Iron Whare - Kaweka Flats

Shona Maxwell

11-12 Oct.

Pohangina River

Bruce Perry

25-26-27 Oct.

Ngamatea - Boyd-s

Peter Boomen

9th Nov.

Cairn Trip

Peter Lewis

22-23 Nov.

Ngaruroro - Tartarau Junction

Peter Manning

7th Dec.

Tamaki River

Susan Kingsford

Christmas Trip

-

Approx 19th Dec. to 5th Jan. South island.
---0---

TRIP LEADERS 9 for Newspaper Publicity contact E. Pindar (80.45.7)
as soon as you get back from your trip.
---0--OVERDUE TRAMPERS
Although returning parties usually plan to be out of the bush well
before dark, considerations of safety must always come first. Even after
arriving back at the transport, they could be two or more hours on the
return journey, plus any unexpected- delays, so beginners should make sure
that parents or any others Who may worry about them know this. Although
not normally nearly as late as this, unless the return to town is likely
to be later than:, about 10pm it would not be regarded- as cause for parents
to worry, but in case some unusual delay might occur, all newcomers shouldsee that the list which the leader leaves in town includes their phone
number.
For inquiries about OVERDUE PARTIES please first contact one of the
following.*BERRY 77.223

TURNER 68995

TAYLOR HMN829

